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Concentration result

 U-statistics cannot be directly evaluated (too many terms). 

 A large-deviation result is used to predict their behavior.

Theorem 1 [c.f.. Sen, Hoeffding]

 Sample             , where the     columns of       are IID. With probability 1, the 

deviation                                              can be bounded as

where                                              for any size- subset     .

Pro of Theorem 1

 can be predicted by a relatively simple marginal quantity         .

I. Motivation
Applications of Compressed Sensing (CS)

 Enabling technology for low cost data compression. 

 CS-based chip recently fabricated in 90 nm CMOS, see [1].

 Data-rate reduction, and cheap hardware architecture, allowed energy 

reduction from 100’s µW to 10’s µW.

 “Practical” compression hash sizes in [1] on the order of 50 ~ 150, and data 

blocks lengths 1000 ~ 3000 long.

 Q: How does current CS theory predict 

for  such “practical” regimes? 
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II. Background

Allows recovery from low-dimensional embeddings, see [2]

 Data represented by -dimensional vector     in      . 

 Using an             CS sampling matrix    , we embed             , where             . 

 CS theory guarantees successful recovery by    - minimization,

 Requires  conditions on 

 signal sparsity, e.g.,           is at most some    , where            .

 conditions on     ,  e.g., restricted isometry property (see below).

Pros:

 Enables elegant proof of the                          requirement for     .

 Utilizes random construction of sampling matrix    . 

Con:

 Worst-case analysis, known complaints about pessimism. 

 Equivalent to requiring that     satisfies for all size- subsets    ,  

where                 and                are maximum and minimum squared singular 

values of submatrix .  

Illustration: system size             , taken from CS chip in [1].

III. Restricted Isometry Property (RIP)

Observation

For             , RIP random 

sampling theory does not 

even support recovery of 

2-sparse signals.

IV. Our Strategy : U-Statistics

Captures combinatorial-like structure

 Developed by W. Hoeffding, used in non-parametric testing.

Definition: Kernel of a U-statistic of order k

 A function     that maps                           .

 Invariant under column permutations of its first argument.

Illustration :  RIP-type kernel

 For size- subsets    , the following are both kernels

where          is the indicator function.

Definition : U-statistic of a matrix      with    columns

 For some specified kernel    , the U-statistic            is 

Illustration : RIP-type U-statistics 

 with kernels in (2), equals the fraction of   -submatrices, whose 

max/min squared singular values are each smaller/larger than      . 

Pros of U-statistics for CS analysis

 Suits combinatorial-like matrix parameters studied in CS.

 Naturally lead to (relaxed) average-case analysis.

V. U-statistics and non-asymptotic analysis

Application: Fuchs’    -recovery analysis

A different U-statistics kernel

 While there is no average-case RIP recovery theorem, we can do the following

 Define a kernel                                      that satisfies

where       enumerates the             vectors, and      is the   -th column, and        

denotes the matrix pseudo-inverse operation.

 Note:  the quantity         has a much simpler form. 

Proposition 1

 Let            have the kernel (3). Then the fraction of unrecoverable   -sparse 

signals, for     -recovery, is at most                         . 

 Proposed a useful statistical tool to analyze CS algorithms in the non-

asymptotic (practical ) regime. 

 This technique naturally applies to average-case analysis, which is 

reasonable relaxation  of worst-case analysis.

 Compares well with a similar recent result of Donoho & Tanner , for 50 ~ 150 

hash size, and block sizes of 1000 ~ 3000. 

 More detailed analysis in the journal version [4], where we show a rate similar 

to                           for average-case  analysis.

VI Conclusion

We show how a statistical device, known as U-statistics, is well-suited to non-

asymptotic, compressed sensing analysis. Our approach is general and may 

apply to a wide variety of settings. Our method is compared with a recent bound 

due to Donoho & Tanner (for     -recovery), with very promising observations.

Summary

Probability each sq. singular 

value fails (1), for a single

size-(2k) subset 

Observation 1

Contours remarkably similar for 

fractions 0.5 and below

Legend

Contour lines demarcate 

parameters (k, n) pairs that 

fail for the labeled fraction.

Substantial

probability 

mass of 

failure

Need to consider all

subsets!  Probability mass 

too large to expect (1) will 

be satisfied (indeed true in 

experiments). 

Empirical evaluation of Proposition 1

Observation 2

Compares well with 

[3], e.g.  for m = 150, 

[3] only predicts 

better for n ≤ 400, 

and looks 

pessimistic as n

increases.

 First we check how U-statistics mean predicts performance.

 Going on to account for deviation error     , see Theorem 1. 
[3] seems not so effective for m ≤ 100

Legend

Black dotted lines show Donoho-

Tanner bounds [3], for average-

case failure fractions 0.5 and 0.01..


